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1. Introduction 

 

Let   be a linear connection in an n -dimensional differentiable manifold 

M . The torsion tensor T  and the curvature tensor R  of   are given 

respectively by 

Y],[X,XYY)T(X, YX   

Z.ZZY)ZR(X, Y][X,XYYX   

         The connection   is symmetric if its torsion tensor T  vanishes, otherwise it 

is non-symmetric. The connection   is a metric connection if there is a 

Riemannian metric g  in M  such that 0g , otherwise it is non-metric. It is 

well known that a linear connection is symmetric and metric if and only if it is the 

Levi-Civita connection.  

         In [6, 15], Friedmann A. and Schouten J.A. introduced the idea of a semi-

symmetric linear connection. A linear connection   is said to be a semi-symmetric 

connection if its torsion tensor T  is of the form 

Y)(X)(Y)T(X, XuYu   

where u  is a 1-form. In [17], Yano K. studied some properties of semi-

symmetric metric connections. Some properties of semi symmetric metric 

connections are studied in [1,8- 14].  

The concept of CR-submanifold of a Kahlerian manifold has been defined 

by A. Bejancu [2]. Later, A. Bejancu and N. Papaghiue [3], introduced and 

studied the notion of semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold. 

These submanifolds are closely related to CR-submanifolds in a Kahlerian 
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manifold. However the existence of the structure vector field implies some 

important changes.  

The paper is organized as follows: In the first section, we recall some results 

and formulae for the later use. In the second section, we prove the existence 

of a Kahler structure on M and the existence of a globally metric frame f-

structure in sence of S.I. Goldberg-K. Yano. The third section is concerned 

with integrability of distributions on M and geometry of their leaves. 
 

2. Preliminaries 

 

Let M be a real )12( n  dimensional differentiable manifold, endowed with 

an almost contact metric structure ),,,( gf  . Then we have from 

(a) ,2   If  

(b) 1)(   

         I ;0f                                                                                              (1) 

(d) ;0)( f  

(e) );,()(  XgX   

(f) ),()(),(),( YXYXgfYfXg   

for any vector field YX , tangent to M , where I  is the identity on the tangent 

bundle M  of M . Throughout the paper, all manifolds and maps are 

differentiable of class
C .We denote by )(MF  the algebra of the differentiable 

functions on M and by )(EF  the )(MF module of the sections of a vector 

bundle E over M . 

        The Niyembuis tensor field, denoted by fN , with respect to the tensor 

field f , is given by 

],,[],[],[],[),( 2 fYXfYfXfYXffYfXYXN f          

)(, MTYX   

and the fundamental 2-form is given by 

             ).(, MTYX                                             (2) 

        The curvature tensor field of M , denoted by R  with respect to the Levi-

Civita connection  , is defined by  

           ZZZY)Z(X,R Y][X,XYYX         )(, MTYX          (3) 

Definition 1  (a) An almost contact metric manifold M ),,,( gf   is called 

normal if  
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           0),(2),(   YXdYXN f      ).(, MTYX                         (4) 

Or equivalently (cf. [6] ) 

            ),()()( YgYffYf XXfX     );(, MTYX    

(b) The normal almost contact metric manifold M  is called cosymplectic if  

. 

        Let M be an almost contact metric manifold M . According to [7] we say that 

M is a quasi-Sasakian manifold if and only if   is a killing vector field and  

           fXfXX YYgYf  )(),()(       ).(, MTYX                 (5) 

Next we define a tensor field F of type (1) by 

         XFX    )( MTX  .                                                 (6) 

Lemma 1.  Let M be a quasi-Sasakian manifold. Then we have 

(a)  0)(  Xf  );( MTX   

(b)    ;FoffoF   

I   ;0F  

            (d)   0),(),(  FYXgYFXg    );(, MTYX                          (7) 

(e)   ;0oF  

(f)   YXRYFX ),()(                );(, MTYX   

The tersor field f defined on M an f structure in sense of K. Yano that is 

03  ff . 

Definition 2. The quasi-Sasakian manifold M  is said to be of rank  12 p
 
iff  

                                         0  d
p

 
and    .0

1




d
p   

Example. Let  gf ,,,   the almost contact metric structure defined by 
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It is easy to see that the above structure is a quasi Sasakian structure of rank 5.   

        Now we define a connection   on M  as  

             ),()( YXgXYYY XX                                                       (8)   
 

such that 0 gX  for any TMYX , , where X  is the Riemannian 

connection with respect to g  on M . The connection  is semi symmetric 

because 

               
(X)Y.-(Y)XY][X,XYY)T(X,  YX  

 
Using (8) in (5), we have 

 
            fXYYfYXgYgYf fXfXX )()(),(),()(             (9) 

               .)(  XXFXX                                                                (10) 

       Let M be hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a quasi-

Sasakian manifold M and denote by N the unit vector field normal to M . Denote 

by the same symbol g the induced tensor metric on M , by  the induced levi-

Civita connection on M and by 
TM the normal vector bundle to M .The Gauss 

and Weingarton of hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a quasi-

Sasakian manifold are  

               (a)  ;),( NYXBYY XX                                                            (11) 

                   (b) ,AXNX   

where A  is the shape operator with respect to the section N . It is known that  

               ),(),( YAXgYXB     )(, TMYX                                         (12) 

Because the position of the structure vector field with respect to M is very 

important we prove the following results. 

Theorem 1. Let M be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M . If the structure vector field   is normal to M then 

M  is cosympletic manifold and M is totally geodesic immersed in M . 

Proof: Because  M  is quasi-Sasakian manifold, then it is normal and 

0d ([4]). By direct calculation using (11) (b), we infer 
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)},(),({
2

1
)})(())({(

2

1
),( XgYgXYYXd YXYX    

            0),(),(),(2  YAXgXAYgYXd           );(, MTYX        (13) 

From (11) (b) and (13) we deduce 





)},(),({
2

1

)})(())({(
2

1
),(0

XgYg

XYYXd

YX

YX





                             (14) 

               ),(),( YAXgYg X     ),(, MTYX              

which proves that M is totally geodesic. From (14) we obtain 0 X  

)( MTX   By using (10), (7) (b) and (1) (d) from the above relation we state  

            ,)(  XfX Xf          ),( MTX                                       (15) 

because )()( MTXMTfX  . Using (15) and the fact that   is not 

killing vector field, we deduce 0d . 

Next we consider only the hypersurface which are tangent to . Denote by 

fNU   and from (1) (f), we deduce 1),( UUg . Moreover it is easy to see that 

)( MTU  .Denote by }{USpanD 
 the 1-dimensional distribution generated 

by U , and by D the orthogonal complement of }{D  in TM . It is easy to 

see that  

           },{,,   DDTMTMfDDfD                                   (16) 

where  denote the orthogonal direct sum. According with [2] from (16) we 

deduce that M  is a CR-submanifold of M . 

Definition 3. A CR-submanifold M of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M is called 

CR-product if both distributions }{D  and
D are integrable and their leaves 

are totally geodesic submanifold of M . 

Denote by P  the projection morphism of TM  to D and using the decomposion in 

(14) we deduce  

                )()( XUXaPXX           ),(TMX                            (17)  

                   )()( fXfUXafPXfX   

                        .)( NXafPX   

Since    NNgNNNNffUfNU   ),()(, 2
 

where a is a 1-form on M defined by ),()( UXgXa   )(TMX  . From 

(17) using (1) we infer 

            ,)( NXatXfX       ),(TMX                                                (18)  
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where t is a tensor field defined by fPXtX   ,  )(TMX    

It is easy to see that  

             (a)   ;0t                                                                                                (19)   

             (b)  .0tU  

 

3. Induced structures on a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric 

connection in a quasi-sasakian manifold 

 

The purpose of this section is to study the existence of some induced structure on a 

hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a quasi-Sasakian manifold. 

Let M be a hypersurface of a quasi-sasakian manifold M . From (1) (a), (18) and 

(19) we obtain  03  tt , that is the tensor field  t  defines an f structure on 

M in sense of Yano K. [11]. Moreover, from (1) (a), (18), (19) we infer  

              )()(2 XUXaXXt         ).(TMX                           (20)   

Lemma 2. On a hypersurface of a semi symmetric non-metric connection M in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M  the tensor field 

t satisfies 

          (a) ),()()()(),(),( YaXaYXYXgtYtXg                                  (21)  

            (b) 0),(),(  tYXgYtXg  )(, TMYX  . 

Proof. From (1) (f), and (18) we deduce 

),()(),(

),()()(),()(),()(),(

))(,)((),()()(),(

YaXatYtXg

NNgYaXatYNgXaNtXgYatYtXg

NYatYNXatXgfYfXgYXYXg





 

)(, TMYX   

           )()()()(),(),( YaXaYXYXgtYtXg  
 

(b)      ))(,(),)((),(),( NYafYXgYNXafXgtYXgYtXg    

                                                   

),()(),(),()(),( NXgYafYXgYNgXaYfXg   

                                                   .0),(),(  fYXgYfXg  

And assertion (a) is proved. Assertion (b) follows from (20) and (21) (a). 

Lemma 3. Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M . Then we have  

       (a)  fAFU      (b)    AFN      (c)      0, U                          (22) 

Proof.  We take UX   and Y  in (5) 

                 Nf NU   . 

Then using (1) (a), (10), (11) (b), we deduce the assertion (a). The assertion (b) 

follows from (1) (a), (7) (b) and (11) (b) we derive 
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                ,)(  UFUfANfNfU   

                ,0],[    UUU UU  

which prove assertion I. By using the decomposition
 TMTMMT , we deduce 

           NAXXFX )(  , )( MTX  ,                                          (23)  

where   is a tensor field of type (1) on M , since 

)(),(),(),( AXAXgFNXgNFXg   , )(TMX  . By using (9), 

(10), (11), (18) and (20), we obtain  

Theorem 2. Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold  M . Then the covariant derivative of a tensors ,,at and 

 are given by 

         (a)   
UYXBAXYafXUAX

tXYfYFXgYtX

),()(]2)(

)[(),()(








                                          (24)  

         (b)   )()(),()( AtXYtYXBYaX  , 

         I    ),()(  XX YgY     

         (d)   AXAYAYXBYXRYX )(),(),()(    ),(, TMYX   

respectively, where R is the curvature tensor field of M . 

From (9), (10), (19) (a) (b) and (24) (a) we get 

Proposition 3.1. On a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection M in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M , we have 

        (a)   )()( AtXUXtAXUX  ,                                                 (25) 

          (b)  )(),( AXaUXB          ).(TMX     

Next we state 

Theorem 3. Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M . The tensor field t  is a parallel with respect to the 

Levi Civita connection   on M  iff 

        (a)  UAXaAXAX )()(    and                                                        (26) 

            (b)  )(22)()( XXNAXUAtXFX   ,      )(TMX     

Proof. Suppose that the tensor field t  is parallel with respect to  , that is 0t . 

By using (5) (a), we deduce 

              ),()(2)()()( fYFXgAXYafXUAXXtY                      (27)
 

              0),(2),(  YfXgUYXB         )(, TMYX  . 

Take UY  in (27) and using (11) (b), (12), (25) (b) we infer 

               
 

0),(),(2),(

)(2)()()(





UUXBUfXgfUFXg

AXUafXUAXXtU




 

                0),(,1)(,0)(  NXgUaU  
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              0)(),(2),(  UAXafUXgfUFXgAX 

 
                UAXaNFXgAX )(),(    

                 UAXaFNXg )(),(    

                .)()()(),( UAXaAXUAXaAXg    

And the assertion (25) (a) is proved. Next let )(, DZfZY  in (27) and using 

(1) (f), (7) (b), (22) (a) (b), (26) (a), we deduce 

      
 )(22)()(0),( XXNAXUAtXFXFZXg      )(TMX  . 

The proof is complete. 

Proposition 2. Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in 

a quasi-Sasakian manifold M . Then we have the assertions 

        (a) UXUYa XX )(0)(   

        (b) 00)(   XX Y
  

)(, TMYX  . 

Proof. Let )(, TMYX  and using (12), (21) (b), (24) (b) and (25) (a) we obtain 

                                  

 ),)()((),( YUXAtXtAXgYUg X 

 

                                   ),()(),()(),( YUgXYgAtXYtAXg   

                                   )()()()(),( YaXYAtXtYAXg   

                                  );()()( YaXYaX   

                                    YaYUXUg XX )(),)((  
 

                                      .)(0)( UXUYa XX   

which proves assertion (a).  

The assertion (b) is consequence of the fact that   is not a killing vector field. 

According to Theorem 2 in [13], the tensor field  

                                                        aUtf , 

defines an almost complex structure on M . Moreover, from Proposition 2 we 

deduce 

Theorem 4. Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M . If the tensor fields ,, at are parallel with respect to 

the connection  , then f  defines a Kahler structure on M . 

 

4. Integrability of distributions on a hypersurface of a semi symmetric  

metric connection in a quasi-sasakian manifold M  
 

       In this section we established conditions for the Integrability of all 

distributions on a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection M in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M . From Lemma 3 we obtain 
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Corollary 1. On a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection M in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M  there exists a 2-dimensional foliation determined by 

the integral distribution }{D  

Theorem 5. Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric non-metric connection 

in a quasi-Sasakian manifold M . Then we have  

(a) A leaf of }{D  is totally geodesic submanifold of M if and only if  

.)()2(

)()()1(

UFNaFN

andAUUAUaAU



 
                                                

(28) 

(b) A leaf of }{D  is totally geodesic submanifold of M if and only if  

).(,0)()()2(

0)1(

DXFNaFXa

andAU




 

Proof. (a) Let 
M be a leaf of integrable distribution }{D and 

h  be the 

second fundamental form of the immersion MM 
. By using (1) (f), and (11) 

(b) we get 

)),((),)((

)),((),()),,((

XNfgXNfg

XfNgXUgXUUhg

UU

UU





                     (29)    

),())(,( fXNgXfNg UU   

),(),(),(0 DXfXAUgfXAUg   

and  

).()(),(

),(),()),,((

DXXafXFNg

XUFUgXgXUhg U



 
                    (30) 

Because 0),( NFNg and 0f  the assertion (a) follows from (29) and (30). 

(c) Let 1h  be the second fundamental form of the immersion MM 
. It is 

easy to see that  

        ,),(),(),(1 NYXBYXhYXh  
      }).{(,  DYX             (31) 

From (10) and (12) we deduce 

),,()),,((

),),(),(()),,((

*

*
1

NUgNUUhg

NNUUBUUhgNUUhg

U



                                          (32)
 

                   )(),(),(),( AUaAUUgAUUgNUg U   

).(),(

),(),()),,(()),,(( *
1

FNaFNUg

NUFUgNgNUhgNUhg U



 
            (33) 

The assertion (b) follows from (30)-(33). 
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Theorem 6.  Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold M . Then  

(a) the distribution }{D  is integrable iff  

0),(  YfAXAfXg ,  ).(, DYX                                               (34) 

(b)  the distribution D  is integrable iff (34) holds and  

                 NAXUAtXFX )()(   , (equivalent with DFD  )  )(DX  , 

(c) The distribution 
DD  is integrable iff )(,0 DXFX  . 

Proof . Let )(, DYX  . Since   is a torsion free and  is killing vector field, we 

infer 

        ),(),()],,([ UXgUgUXg X                             (35)  

                
),(),(),(),(),(),( UNgXBUXgUNgXBUg X                 

                                   ,0),(),(  UXgUg X             ),(DX    

Using (1) (a), (11) (a) we deduce  

),(),(

),(),()],,([

NfYgNfXg

fNXYgUXYgUYXg

XY

YXYX




           (36)    

)),(()),(( NXfgNYfg YX  ),(),( NfXgNfYg YX   

),(),(),(),( AYfXgfYAXgNfXgNfYg YX   

).(,),(),(),( DYXYfAXAfXgYAfXgYfAXg   

Next by using (10) (7) (d) and the fact that   is a metric connection we get  

       




),(),(

),(),()],,([

YgYg

XgYgYXg

XX

YX




                         (37)  

                                ),)((2),(2 YXXFXgYg X 
 

                                ).(,,)()(2),(2),(2 DYXYXYXgYFXg    

The assertion (a) follows from (35), (36) and assertion (b) follows from (35)-(37). 

Using (10) and (7) we obtain  

       
),(),(

),(),()],,([

UgUg

XgUgUXg

XX

UX








                                     (38)  

)(),()(2),(2),(2),(2 DXUgXUXgUFXgUXFXg  
  

Taking into account that  

       ),(),(),( UFfXgfNFfXgNFXg  ,     ).(DX                             (39) 

The assertion I follows from (37) and (38). 

Theorem 4.  Let M  be a hypersurface of a semi symmetric metric connection in a 

quasi-Sasakian manifold  M . Then we have 

(a) the distribution D  is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic 

immersed in M if and only if  
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        DFD   and  ,)()(  AXUAXaAX        ),(DX                      (40)  

(b) the distribution }{D  is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic 

immersed in M if and only if  

          UAXaAX )( , )(DX 
 
 and   0FU                                          (41)  

the distribution 
DD  is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic immersed 

in M if and only if   0FX  )(DX  . 

Proof. Let 


1M  be a leaf of integrable distribution D  and 
*

1h  the second 

fundamental form of immersion MM *

1 . Then by direct calculation we infer  

           ),,(),(),()),,(( *
1 tYAXgUYgUYgUYXhg XX                 (42)  

and  

)()(),(),(),()),,(( *
1 YXYXgYFXgYgYXhg X   , 

).(, DYX                                        (43)    

      Now suppose 
*

1M  is a totally submanifold of  M . Then (4.13) follows from 

(42) and (43). Conversely suppose that (40) is true. Then using the assertion (b) in 

Theorem 7 it is easy to see that the distribution D  is integrable. Next the proof 

follows by using (42) and (43). Next, suppose that the distribution }{D  is 

integrable and  its leaves are totally geodesic submanifolds of M . Let 1M  be a 

leaf of }{D  and 1h  the second fundamental form of immersion MM 1 . 

By direct calculations, using (10), (11) (b), (21) (b) and (25) (c), we deduce 

         ),,(),()),,(( 1 tYAXgUYgUYXhg X     ),(, DYX                  (44) 

and  

                       ),)((),()),,(( 1 XUUFUgUgUXhg X     

                              ),,(),( XUgXFUg       )(DX                            (45)   

       Then the assertion (b) follows from (4.12), (4.17), (4.18) and the assertion (a) 

of Theorem 7. Next let 1M  a leaf of the integrable distribution 
DD and 1h  the 

second fundamental form oh the immersion MM 1 . By direct calculation we 

get  

     ),()(),(),()),,(( 1 YXYXgYFXgYXhg                      (46) 

)(),(  DDYDX . 

The assertion I follows from (7) I, (39) and (46). 
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Kvazi-sasakian çoxobrazlısında yarımsimmetrik metrik əlaqələrin  

hipersəthlərinin həndəsəsi 

 

Şamsur Rəhman 

 

XÜLASƏ 

 
Məqalədə CR – altçoxobrazlı anlayışı tətbiq edilir və simmetrik yarımmetrik 

əlaqələrin hipersəthində müəyyən strukturların varlığı məsələsi araşdırılır.  
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РЕЗЮМЕ 

 
В работе исследуется понятие CR – подмнообразии и существование некоторых 

структур по гиперповерхности симметричных полуметрик  связей. 
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